FIRST OVER EVEREST
aerodrome, to play his part in the shaping of events. Prepara-
tions thus proceeded apace, working up by definite stages
towards their climax.
In the heat of the afternoon either sleep or bathing generally
claimed the energies of the party. Tea came at 4.30, and then
the conference on the next day's film activities, with Barkas
in the chair. The difficulty, always uppermost in these screen
discussions, was that if the weather became suitable, the film
g
:ogramrne had inevitably and instantly to be cancelled in
vour of flying, the primary aim of the expedition; in fact
members of the party who had no leanings towards becoming
film stars, could never be made to realise how lightly they were
let off in the matter of repetition and rehearsal of scenes.
Naturally they were reluctant, as good pilots, to leave their
machines in the sun for long periods, or to start up the powerful
engines of the big aircraft unnecessarily. Geoffrey Barkas, too,
had his work affected by limitations in the field of insurance and
petrol; but he made the best possible use of the available
material and afterwards reaped the harvest of his reward.
A full stop and usually a finish was put to these excursions
and discussions by the arrival of Gupta bringing the evening
meteorological report. As a general rule this was a disappointing
one, dealing with boisterous winds or cloudy conditions in the
upper stratas of the air.
We dined once or twice with a local raja and his wife in the
privacy of their home; the ranee runs her house like an English
woman, and is probably regarded by her own people as almost
a foreigner. This cultured lady is an exception amongst the
women of India, for they have no official position in either
the Hindu or Moslem religions. But many a strong-minded
wife or mother-in-law governs the family from behind the
purdah curtains. In the world outside the home, the age-long
devices of harem intrigue have failed the Indian woman and
she has not found a new technique.
Several women are members of the legislative assemblies,
and in the larger cities some have been elected to the local

